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0PPOSTTTON TO MOTTON OF NON-PARTY MOTTON TO QUAS

Defendant.

RSONAL CTION AN ION FOR A

Defendant have already filed and answered the complaint, respectively.

and Defendant agreed, in the Joint Motion that they presented to this cou

An attorney, purporting to represent two "Movants,, whom she identified only by

quash a subpoenatheir Intemet Protocol ("IP") address, has filed a motion asking this

served on Movants' Internet Service Provider ("ISp,,), RCN Telecom Se ces (Lehigh) LLC,

which sought their identifying information. Motion to euash subpoena, iection to Personal

Jurisdiction and Motion for a Protective order, Entered Aug. 2r, 2or} inafter "Motion").

The Motion posits severai arguments for which the Movants have no ing to assert; which

are illogical; and which have no relation to claims actually asserted in this

should deny the Motion.

itigation. The Court

The fatal error in the Movants' Motion, which permeates every ar ment they make, is

The Plaintiff andthat they lack standing to make the arguments set forth in the Motio

OBJECTION TO
E

both the Plaintiff

that the identities of

the Movants, and other IP address owners referenced in the complaint, are ighly relevant to the

claims and defenses at issue in this litigation. while the Movants' voices objections to



the claims and allegation at issue here, the objections are those of disint

have no right to interfere in the litigation.

ARGUMENT

The Courl should deny the Motion for severai reasons. The Mov

any valid basis to proceed anonyffrously, and the Court should strike the

Their arguments that the court lacks personal jurisdiction over them are i

are not parties and the Court need not exercise personal jurisdiction ov

have established no valid basis to seek a protective order; those bases,

limited to avoiding the production of privileged communications and trade

undue burden. There is no burden on the Movants respond to the su

are the ones responding, and the Movants are required to do nothing. The

basis to asseft a privilege or the existence of a trade secret; they have

identities to the third-party ISPs, and to other Ip address owners, and thei

First Amendment right against the disclosure of their identities is a frivol

the Movants' argument that courts in "similar cases,, have quashed

identities of IP addresses is inapplicable because they reference only Feder

infringement, which is not an issue in this matter, and because a vast num

cases have denied motions such as the Movants'.

People are often surprised to leam that they can be identified in the

crimes over the Intemet. whether the crime is child exploitation, fraud, or

ultimately associated with an IP address. when presented with an Ip

a subscriber's identifying information. It is natural that Movants-as

associated with criminal activity-would prefer to remain hidden. But that is not how our legal
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s have failed to assert
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system functions. Imagine a bank robber filing a motion to prevent the pol

ski mask, or a getaway driver challenging a subpoena issued to his

motions would instantly be recognrzed as frivolous.

Movants' counsel is among a growing number of attorneys that

living by filing form motions to quash in Internet cases. Movants' cou

"Federal Subpoena Defense." SeeThe Russell Firm, http://www.trgatt

similar attorneys typically charge anyr,vhere from $75-$500 for this se

when these attomeys are presented with a case that is outside the scope o

Here, for example, Movants' counsel has presented a motion that is crib

would typically be filed in a federal copyright infringement action. This is

the claims are for violations of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act.

claims alleged. Thus, as described herein, substantially all of Movants' m

to the relief he or she seeks. There is nothing wrong with an attorney trying

representing several individuals for a low price. As an officer of the coufi,

is sti1l obligated to perfotm at least a minimum level of diligence before fili

It is always problematic when a disinterested third-party attempts to

between two parties. Plaintiff would note that it has a strong interest in

efficiently and expeditiously. It is hard to see why the court would feel

believes that Defendant is guilty of serious computer crime violations.

disputes Plaintiff s claims. The only way to resolve the dispute is through

obtainable from the other suspect IP addresses.

T. MOVANTS HAVE NO RIGHT TO PROCEED ANO

As an initial matter, the Court should strike the Motion because the

the option of proceeding anonymously without the leave of the Court.
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A. Illinois Law Does Not Permit The Movants To Proceed

Illinois law strongly disfavors the use of fictitious names in ju

common law, suits involving fictitious parties were considered to be void

Emanuel, 166 lll.2d 507, 513,655 N.E.2d 888 (1995). The reason is

subject matterjurisdiction over justiciable matters, which are matters in

actual plaintiff and an actual defendant. Id. at 514. The use of a ficti

courts must be explicitly authorized by statute in order for the courl to

because they are in derogation of the common law, statutes authorizin

names must do so explicitly. Id. at 507; citing Hailey v. Interstate Machi

3d 237 , 238, 459 N.E.2d 346 (3d Dist. 1984). Illinois law provides that:

Designation of Parlies - "...( c) A party sha11 set forth in the body
the names of all parties for and against whom relief is sought
upplication and for good cuuse shown the parties may appear u
735 ILCS 512-401(emphasis added).

The identification of "the parlies to a proceeding is an important di

landl the public has a right to know who is utilizing the courts that its tax

v. M.E.E.,354lll. App. 3d 989, 1003, 821 N.E.2d 123g (1't Dist. 2004).

to allow a person to proceed anonlmously, a court must evaluate whether

use a pseudonym has shown a privacy interest that outweighs the public

proceedings being open to the public. Doe v. Doe,282Ill. App. 3d 1078, 1

(1't Dist. 1996). In order to proceed anon)anously, a person must show t

interest is exceptional, and that it involves matters of a highty personal na

adoption, sexual orientation or rehgion. Id. Furthermore, the use of a fi

4
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permissible when necessary to protect the privacy of children, sexual ass

types of particularly r,ulnerable pafiies or witnesses. See A.P.,354Ill. App

ult victims and other

3d at 1003.

Here, for example, Movants claim not to live in Illinois. Yet, on infi nnation and belief, at

Ieast one of the Movants in fact resides in Illinois. While the Movants to have no relation

to Illinois, and thus challenge personal jurisdiction on that basis, there is way for the Court to

ovant that proceeds

no consequence or

evaluate this issue before first knowing who they are. Obviously any

anonymously may simply manufacture facts in a declaration and su

penalty for doing so.

The Movants have not sought or obtained leave of this Courl to ceed anonymously.

And they have not cited any Illinois law suggesting that they have an exceptional privacy

interest in not disclosing their identifying information, or that Plaintiff is ing any information

of a highly personal nature that would allow them to continue to proceed

do not have the option of proceeding anonynously without first obtaining 1

the Court should strike the Motion because they have faited to do so.

ously. They

ve of the Coufi, and

B. No Basis Under The First Amendment To Avoid Disclos

Having ignored the requirement in Illinois to obtain leave

g Information.

Court to proceed

anonymously, they tum to the First Amendment of the United States Const

decision to do so. But they have no cognizable First Amendment claim.

tution to justify their

The Movants have conflated two arguments in an attempt to a oid producing their

s have standing topersonal information, arguing that "ft]here is no question that Mo

challenge the subpoenas served on RCN" because "the decision to remain anonymous ... 1s an

aspect of the freedom of speech protected by the First Amendment." (M

quotation omitted.) That, of course, is an extreme misstatement

n at 2, citation and

First Amendment



jurisprudence. In reality, courls have a duty to consider the impact of a

both the public interest in open proceedings and on faimess to the o

Corp.,56 F.3d al 1464. In conducting this balance, a court must weigh

concerns against the presumption of openness of judicial proceedings."

180, 186 (5th Cir. 1981). The Movants do not have a cognizable clai

subscriber information. See, e.g., MCGIP, LLC v. Does l-18, No. 1l-149

at *1 (N.D. Cal. June 2,2011). Courts nationwide routinely deny simi

anonymously. See e.g., MCGIP, LLC v. John Does 1--32, No. Il-22210 (5.

ECF No. 73 at *7-2 ("The filer should not be permitted to proceed anon

Drive Productions, Inc. v. Does 1-48, No. ll-9062 (N.D. Il1. June 14,20

("Accordingly, in the context of a subpoena challenge, the defendant's Fi

remain anon)irnous gives way to the plaintiff s right to access the judicial

copyrght."); Call of the Wild Movie, LLC v. Does l-1,062,770 F.Supp.

("Upon balancing the putative defendants' First Amendment rights

plaintiffs' need for the identifying information, the Court finds that the pl

the putative defendants' right to" anonynity.)

In addition, the courts have held that Internet subscribers do not h

privacy in their subscriber information, as they have already conveyed su

Internet Service Providers. See, e.g., Guest v. Leis,255 F.3d 325,33

("Individuals generally lose a reasonable expectation of privacy in their i

reveal it to third par1ies."); United States v. Hambrick, Civ.No.99-4793,

*4 (4th Cir. Aug. 3, 2000) (a person does not have a privacy interest in

given to the ISP in order to establish an email account); United States v. K, nedy,87 F. Supp.2d

rty's anonymity on

ing parly. Microsoft

a plaintiffs "privacy

v. Stegall, 653 F.2d

of privacy in their

,2011 wL 2181620,

requests to proceed

. Fla. Oct. 11,2011),

y....");Hard

2), ECF No. 28 at 8

Amendment right to

process to protect its

332 (D.D.C. 201r)

anonymity and the

tiffs' need overrides

ve an expectation of

information to their

36 (6th Cir. 2001)

formation once they

000 WL 1062039, at

account information



1103, 1110 (D. Kan. 2000) (defendant's Fourth Amendment rights were

ISP turned over his subscriber information, as there is no expectation of

provided to third parties).

The public has a strong interest in knowing the identities of

computers for illegal acts. In addition to the public's general interest in

proceedings, any claim that Plaintiff may have against the Movants, if it

could have relevance to the claims of other website owners. A third-par1

potentiai hacking claim against the Movants-now or in the future-wo

benefit from knowing that the Movants have previously been mixed up in

THE MOVANTS LACK STANDING TO ATTEM
ARGUMENTS AGAINST PLAINTIFF'S CLAIMIS.

The Movants' other attempts to avoid the production of their identi

fail. In those arguments, the Movants argue that (a) the Court lacks per

them; (b) the IP address owners did not necessarily hack Plaintiff s website

in cases involving different parties and different claims, have not all

identi flzing information.

A. No Valid Basis To Challenge Subpoenas.

While the Movants are acting as though they are stepping into the

and making substantive arguments as to the merits of this case, they canno

they spend the vast majority of their supporting memorandum on subs

claims in Plaintiffs complaint, and to defenses that available to the Defl

None of those arguments is a valid basis for the Movants to avoid

i denti fyin g information.

II.
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The Movants are not parlies to this litigation. And Plaintiff has not

them so they are not even discovery respondents. As non-par1ies,

discovery requests, the extent to which they may participate in this litigati

by Illinois Supreme Court rule 201(c)(1) governing the issuance of

Illinois Supreme Courl's Rules "are not aspirational; rather, they have the

v. Dicke, 166 TlI.2d 204,210,652 N.E.2d 275,277-78 (1995). They

upon which nonparties, including the Movants, may object to a su

entitled to obtain their identifying information because it is directly relev

Defendant. Defendant joined in the motion seeking that information

that the information is relevant to his defenses. "[A] party may ob

disclosure regarding any matter relevant to the subject matter involved i

whether it relates to the claim or defense of the party seeking disclosure

Rule 201(b)(1). The limitations on a party's ability to seek relevant di

among other things, the limitation in Rule 201(c) authorizing a court to

as justice requires, denying ... discovery to prevent an unreasonable

embarrassment, disadvantage or oppression." The protection is balanced

"right to discovery is limited to disclosure of matters that will be relevant t

Leeson v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 190 I1l. App. 3d 359,366, 546

1989). For purposes of discovery, "[r]elevancy is determined by refl

generally, something is relevant if it tends to prove or disprove something

Reding,68 Ill. App. 3d 171,175,385 N.E.2d 886 (3d Dist. 1979).

Both Plaintiff and Defendant, by jointly moving the Courl to obtain

Movants and other IP address owners, have determined that the in ion is relevant or

a subpoena on

non-respondents to

is severely limited

tective orders. The

of law." Bright

y limit the grounds

Plaintiff is clearly
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he, too, determined
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reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant information.

course, are non-pafties, and are not even recipients ofany discovery req

this case. The only grounds on which the Iliinois Supreme Court Rules p

a subpoena are on the gtounds that the information is protected fro

complying is unduly burdensome to them. They cannot challenge the

615 or 2-679, and they have not come even remotely close to suggesting

burden to them resulting from the disclosure of their identities. The only

to the subpoenas is on their ISPs, who have not asked the Court to relieve

The Movants have no basis under Rule 201 to object to the su

the only means the Illinois Supreme Court has given them to raise an obj

deny the Motion.

B. No Basis For The Court To Have Personal Jurisdiction Over

The Defendant in this case has answered the Complaint, and there

personal jurisdiction of this Courl over the claims against him. As a con

question that this Court has jurisdiction to decide this case. Despite that,

Plaintifls subpoena because the Court "lacks jurisdiction over" the non-

at 5.) That argument is wholly irrelevant, because the Plaintiff has not

Movant, and the Courl has not exercised, or attempted to exercise, jurisdi

Movant cites no case 1aw that this Court must have personal jurisdiction o

for a non-party ISP to produce his or her identity in response to a subpoena.

The Movant's only connection with this case is that the Plaintiff

the Defendant, has asked the ISP to identify him or her for purposes of est

damages, and asserting defenses, respectively. The Movant makes an

the Movants, of

ts in connection with

it them to object to

disclosure or that

int under Rules 2-

that that there is any
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Illinois Long-Arm Statute (Motion at 5-6) and "Federal Due Process" (

which has any application here. Movant admits, as he must, that the Illi

relates to an Illinois' court's "exercise of personal jurisdiction over a no

(Id. at 5, emphasis added, citing 735 ILCS 512-209.) While the Movant

why this Court should not exercise jurisdiction over him, the argument is

Movant is not a defendant. Plaintiff has not asserted a claim against the

not attempted to exercise iurisdiction over the Movant. The Movant

discovery request. The Movant's argument on this point is purely at7 ac

whether the Movant could assefi lack of personal jurisdiction as an affi

Plaintiff chose to sue it in this Court. Because none of those events have

the part of this Court other than to ignore the argument would in

impermissible advisory opinion.

If possible, the Movant's argument that "Federal Due Process"

production of his or her name (Motion at 7-8) is even more frivolous.

upon various United States Supreme Court and Federal Courl decisions re1

Federal Court's jurisdiction over defendants. Citing the United States Su

in cases including International Shoe, World-Wide Volkswagen, Burger Ki

other cases relating to personal matter jurisdiction in Federal courts, the

"Plaintiff has not alleged that this Court has specific or general jurisdi

(Motion at 7.) The question of whether a Federal Court would have juri

that Plaintiff could asserl over the Movant is highly irrelevant to this case

(a) there is no claim against the Movant, (b) the Movant is not a party to

matter is not pending in a Federal courl, and (d) personal jurisdiction is

10
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the Defendant has not assefted, and not a non-party whose ISp has

assert. The question of the existence and scope of Federal jurisdiction o

the future against the Movant is highly irrelevant in this case, and does

relief that the Movant seeks.

C. Arguments Over Personal Jurisdiction Are Premature.

Even if Movant were a party, and its arguments as to personal juri

were relevant (neither is the case), the arguments would still fail

number of Federal courls addressing the issue have held that challenges t

over claims against an unnalred individual at this stage of a proceeding are

Hard Drive Productions, Inc. v. Does l-1,495, No. 11-1741 (D.D.C. Aug. 1

at *6:

it is improper as a matter of law to evaluate questions of
jurisdiction and venue when no defendants have yet been
because 1) a plaintiff is not obliged to assert a basis for
jurisdiction over the defendant in her complaint; 2) when
no named defendants, there is no one whose ties to the fven
be evaluated with respect to jurisdiction or venue; 3)
premature to consider personal jurisdiction before plaintiff
opportunity to conduct relevant discovery; and 4) it is imp
consider personal jurisdiction prior to the naming of defl
since individuals may choose to waive their defenses and liti
the forum.

See also First Time Videos, LLC v. Does 1-76,276 F.R.D.254

No. 38 ("to the extent that the suit poses questions conceming perso

movants'] arguments are once again premature. Without discovery regardi

various Doe defendants, it is unclear whether the individuals in question

and even assuming they are parties, I lack sufficient information at this tim

jurisdictional defenses)'); AF Holdings LLC v. Does l-1140, No. 11-12
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2012), ECF No. 29 at *3 ("Regarding the putative defendants' jurisdictional and merits

arguments, these arguments are prematurely raised because the putativN defendants are not

named as defendants in this lawsuit and may never be named as defendants]'); AF Holdings, LLC

v. Does l-162, No. 1l-23036 (S.D. Fla. Ju'r. 72,2012), ECF No. 22 at *5 ("the putative

defendants' personal jurisdiction arguments are premature at this time they have not

been named as parlies to this lawsuit. Given that they are not named parties, the putative

defendants are not required to respond to the allegations presented in fhe plaintiffs Second

Amended Complaint or otherwise litigate in this district."); Pink Lotus Erytertainruent, LLC v.

Does l-20, No. 11-3048 (N.D. I11. Dec.8,2011), ECFNo.25 at *1 ("As{umerous courlshave

recognized, a motion to dismiss is premature where the defendants have

parties to the action and the court cannot assess whether they have the

yet been named as

isite jurisdictional

contacts."); Hard Drive Productions, Inc. v. John Does l-44, No. 1l-28P8 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 9,

20ll), ECF No. 15 at x2 ("[Movant] has not yet been named as a defe in this case, nor has

he been served with process pursuant to Rule 4. Unless and until [movarlt] has been officially

brought into this case, the question of personal jurisdiction remains unripe for resolution by the

coutl."); First Time Videos, LLC v. Does l-500,276 F.R.D. 241 (N.D. I11] Aug. 9,2011), ECF

No. 151 ("personal jurisdiction arguments are premature because the Pu{ative Defendants are

under no obligation either to produce information under [the] subpoena or to litigate in this

jurisdiction;'); MCGIP, LLC v. Does 1-14, No. 1I-2887 (N.D. I11. July 26,P011), ECF No. 19 at

*2 ("the fmovants] argue that this Courl may lack personal jurisdiction Qver them, that venue

may be improper, that the defendants have been improperly joined in thiE action, and that the

complaint does not adequately allege copyright infringement or connect them to the allegedly

infringing activity. These arguments are premature"); MGCIP ys. Does l-316, No. 10-6677,

12



While the Movants seek to construe the Illinois Supreme Courl to patch the massive legal

and logical holes in their Motion, the attempt fails because the Supreme Court gave no

explanation for why it ruled as it did. The Supreme Court offered no basis for its decision to

exercise its ability to supervise discovery over those claims in that case, and as such it has no

precedential value. Furlhermore, the Movants' claim that it is a "similar case" is false; as the

Movants acknowledge, the Order related to an attempt to seek the identities of co-conspirators,

and it granted the motion of ISPs not individual IP address owners. Movants are not ISPs who

were trying to avoid the burden of producing the names of over 6,000 of their customers. Any

"similarity''between that and this case is purely a figment of the Movants' imagination.

The remainder of the Movants' argument cites decision in three U.S. District Courts

involving copyright infringement claims. (Motion at 10-12.) They are not "similar" cases

because each case that the Movants cite to is a copyright infringement case. There are no

copyright claims in this case. Furthermore, the Movants' claim that "Many other courls have

entered orders quashing subpoenas" (id. at 11) in cases involving computer violations is

incorrect. The Movants cite only three unreported Federal court decisions (from U.S. District

Courts in lllinois, Florida and North Carolina) to supporl this claim.

But the reality is that far more Federal Coufts ruling upon the issue have denied motions

to quash subpoenas seeking identifying information for IP address owners in litigation involving

computer-based violations. See, e.g., Sunlust Pictures, LLC v. John Doe, No. 12-00656 (D"

Colo. May 16,2072), ECF No. 18 (denying motion to dismiss as movant was not apafiy to the

action and does not have standing for a motion to dismiss); Boy Racer, Inc. y. John Does I-34,

No. 11-23035 (S.D. Fla. May 1 , 2012), ECF No. 59 (denying motions to quash brought in the

wrong couft and rejecting objections based on joinder and venue while further rejecting First

14



Amendment protection of copyright infringement; court also noted that movant does not have

standing to bring a motion to quash); First Tirue Videos LLC v. John Doe, No. 11-00690 (E.D.

Va. Apr. 18, 2012), ECF No. 25 (denying motions to quash based on objections to jurisdiction

and claims of "undue burden" and noting that the putative defendant does not have standing to

bring a motion to quash and cannot proceed anonymously; the courl also noted that "regardless

of [the movant's] standing, the Court finds the requested information relevant to the claims

articulated by the complaint in this case."); First Time Videos LLC v. John Doe, No. 11-00690

(E.D. Va. Apr. 4, 2012), ECF No. 21 (denying motions to quash because the subpoena was

issued by a court in another district); Hard Drive Productions, Inc. v. John Doe, No. ll-3476

(E.D. Cal. Apr. 3, 2012), ECF No. 13 (same); First Time Videos LLC v. John Doe,No. 11-00690

(8.D. Va. Apr. 2, 2012), ECF No. 18 (denying motions to quash because the subpoena was

issued by a court in another district and rejecting rlovant's objections to joinder of defendants);

Pacific Century International, LTD., v. Does 1-32, No. ll-4430 (S.D. Tex. Mar. 27 , 2012), ECF

No. 11 (denying motions to quash because the subpoena was issued by a court in another district

and rejecting movant's objections to joinder of defendants); AF Holdings LLC v. Does l-1140,

No. 1l-1274 (D.D.C. Jan. 30, 2012), ECF No. 29 (denying motions to quash and rejecting

objections based on joinder and venue while further rejecting First Amendment protection of

copyright infringement); AF Holdings, LLC v. Does l-162, No. 1l-23036 (S.D. Fla. Jut. 12,

2012), ECF No. 22 (denyins motions to quash brought in the wrong court and rejecting

objections based on joinder and venue while further rejecting First Amendment protection of

copyright infringement; court also noted that blanket claim of innocence is not a basis for

quashing a subpoena); Hard Drive Productions, Inc. v. Does 1-62, No. 1 1-3036 (S.D. Tex" Jan.

9, 2012), ECF No. 13 (denying motions to quash because the subpoena was issued by a court in

15



another district); Hard Drive Productions, Inc. y. Does l-1,495, No. 1l-174I (D.D.C. Dec.2l,

20Il), ECF No. 18 (denying motions to quash and noting that individual subscribers to internet

services through ISPs "simply have no expectation of privacy in their subscriber information.");

Pink Lotus Entertainment, LLC v. Does 1-20, No. 11-3048 C{.D. I11. Dec. 8,2011), ECF No. 25

(denying motion to quash based on objections to joinder and jurisdiction, rejecting the movant's

argument that the First Amendment protects his identifying information from disclosure).

The Movants' argument that coutls in "similar cases" have quashed subpoenas is both

incorrect and provides no basis to grant the reliefthat they request here

CONCLUSION

For all of the foregoing reasons, this Courl should deny the Motion, and grant Plaintiff

any and all fuither relief that it deems to be reasonable and appropriate under the circumstances.

Respectfully submitted,

Guava LLC
Plaintiff

Dated: September 19, 2012

By:
'of its attome

Paul A. Drffy, Esq.,#48517
2 N. LaSalle Street
13th Floor
Chicago, IL 60602
312-9s2-6136
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PROOF OF SERVICE

The undersigned attorney certifies that he caused a copy of the foregoing Agreed Motion
for Authorizing Order to be served upon the following by U.S. Mail, First Class, sufficient
postage prepaid, on this 19th day of September,2012,to:

Adam Urbanczyk, Esq.
365 N. Iefferson, #712
Chicago, IL 6066I
admin@tonentliti gation. com
Attorney for Defendant

Erin Kathryn Russell
The Russell Firm
233 S. Wacker Drive
8411'Floor
Chicago, IL 60606
Attomey for non-party and unidentified "Movants"
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